
Particularly in recent years, the IMF’s quantitative
approach to economic stabilization—and the condi-
tionality associated with it—has been the subject of
considerable controversy. Because IMF-supported 
programs are seen as applying a similar framework 
to a wide array of cases, critics accuse the 

IMF of being rigid 
and unresponsive to 
the particular situations 
of different members
and to changing condi-
tions. Also, because vir-
tually all IMF-supported
programs include quan-
titative performance cri-
teria for fiscal and mone-
tary policy, critics claim
the IMF approach is
based on outmoded 
economic models and
principles that fail to 
take account of the com-

plexity and uncertainty of key macroeconomic 
relationships.

At a recent IMF Institute seminar, Michael Mussa,
IMF Economic Counsellor and Director of the Research
Department, and Miguel Savastano, Deputy Chief of the
Commodities and Special Issues Division in the
Research Department, addressed these and other mis-
conceptions about how an IMF-supported program is
developed and how the approach operates in reality. The
lecture was based on a paper presented at the NBER
Macroeconomics Annual Conference, March 26–27, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. A revised version will be
available shortly as an IMF Working Paper.

Building an IMF-supported program  
Much of the misconception about the inflexibility and
dogmatism ascribed to IMF programs derives from the
superficial similarity that the programs exhibit in terms of
quantitative performance criteria for fiscal and monetary
policies. But, as Miguel Savastano explained, IMF pro-
grams are, in practice, quite flexible. They evolve along
many potential pathways,
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As the more advanced Central and Eastern European
countries prepare for European Union (EU) member-
ship, the choice of an appropriate exchange rate policy
becomes more complicated. Increased capital mobility
imposes added constraints on fixed exchange rate
regimes, while the real appreciation of these currencies
makes the coexistence of low inflation and exchange
rate stability problematic. Pegging to the new euro
offers an attractive alternative, but these countries
might also consider the feasibility of another monetary
framework—inflation targeting. In a new IMF Policy
Discussion Paper, Paul R. Masson, Senior Advisor in the
IMF’s Research Department, weighs the respective
merits of these monetary and exchange rate policy

options. He argues that a hybrid system holds real merit
and that the European Union should avoid insisting on
unduly rigid exchange rate arrangements (ERM2) for
prospective members of its Economic and Monetary
Union (EMU).

Performance to date
After sharp output declines, the transition economies of
Central and Eastern Europe generally began to register
positive growth rates by 1994. Inflation rates fell dramat-
ically in all but Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania. High per
capita growth rates and moderating inflation levels have
thus begun to put most of the region on a path to con-
vergence with the EU.

(Please turn to the following page)
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driven by external economic
events, policy actions of the national authorities, and the
responses of IMF staff, management, and the Executive
Board within the general framework of the IMF’s policies
governing assistance to members.

The process involves two main parties: a country fac-
ing external payments problems rooted in macroeco-
nomic or structural imbalances, or both, and the IMF,
with its mandate to offer financial and technical assis-
tance to members that undertake economic adjustment.
From the country’s side, the process is delimited by the
authorities’ capacity and willingness to implement the
measures needed to resolve their external payments
problems. From the IMF’s side, the process is governed
by IMF conditionality—that is, policies and procedures
that regulate access to, and uses of, IMF financing.

The process, Savastano explained, comprises six
broadly defined phases: inception, blueprint, negotiation,
approval, monitoring, and completion. All six phases, he
emphasized, leave room for reassessment and revisions.

A typical IMF program begins with an explicit
request from a member. Discussions with staff or man-
agement sometimes precede a request, and in the regu-
lar process of IMF surveillance, staff or management
may impress upon the authorities the need to adopt
measures to redress actual or potential imbalances. But
the decision to request support rests with the country’s
authorities. Often, Savastano said, authorities delay tak-
ing the requisite adjustment measures, and domestic
and external imbalances worsen substantially before
IMF assistance is sought. As a consequence, IMF pro-
grams often start with crisis or near-crisis conditions in
the balance of payments, requiring rapid—and often
painful and unpopular—policy responses.

Once the request has been received, IMF staff prepare
a blueprint of the adjustment program that contains a
preliminary assessment of the underlying causes of the
imbalances that have triggered the deterioration of the
country’s balance of payments, evaluates the authorities’
response to the unfolding crisis, and outlines the central
elements of an adjustment program that could warrant
financial support from the IMF.This blueprint is the basis
for negotiations with the authorities. When agreement is
reached—often after hard bargaining over key elements
of the program—the arrangement has to be cleared by
IMF management. IMF staff then prepare a “staff
report”—an account of discussions with the authorities
and the policy understandings reached with them. The
report also contains a detailed macroeconomic frame-
work, with a full set of projections of the country’s fiscal,
monetary, and balance of payments accounts covering
the first full year under the IMF arrangement and a

medium-term scenario showing progress over five years.
This staff report is submitted to IMF management, which
then recommends approval by the IMF Executive Board.

Although the Board rarely withholds its approval of a
program that has been cleared by management,
Savastano stressed that the approval process is by no
means a rubber stamp. Executive Directors representing
the 182 member countries could reject the proposed pro-
gram. This provides an incentive for IMF management
and staff to take to the Board only programs they expect
will command the Board’s support. Board approval trig-
gers release of the first disbursement of an IMF loan.

Thereafter, disbursements proceed automatically if all
the performance clauses are met as initially specified. In
reality, however, this rarely happens all the way through
an arrangement. Instead, if various conditions are not
met, deviations may be accommodated with “waivers,”
projections may be revised, and numerical targets
changed. For this reason, the monitoring that follows
Board approval is normally the longest and most impor-
tant phase of IMF-supported programs, Savastano said,
covering a one-to-three-year period when the bulk of
the IMF loan is scheduled to be disbursed. Monitoring
involves much more than a mechanical review of com-
pliance with numerical and structural performance tar-
gets. Rather, it entails a continuous assessment by the
staff of developments in the borrowing country and of
their implications for attaining the program’s goals. It
requires keeping track of the timely implementation of
the policy measures agreed to by the authorities and the
behavior of variables beyond the authorities’ control
that affect the macroeconomic projections on which the
arrangement was based.

Formally, IMF programs are completed when the
borrowing country becomes eligible for the last install-
ment of the IMF loan. But, Savastano said, completion
of an IMF arrangement does not usually imply that the
numerical targets for the main economic objectives
originally approved by the Executive Board were met.
Rather, completion implies that, in the IMF’s view, the
country made substantial and satisfactory progress
toward the primary objectives of its adjustment pro-
gram and that the authorities’ policies were broadly in
line with the (often revised) understandings reached
with the IMF during the life of the arrangement.

Economics of IMF-supported programs
Despite differences dictated by country-specific cir-
cumstances, adjustment blueprints prepared by IMF
staff have important common elements, Michael
Mussa said. At their core, IMF-supported programs
emphasize a member country’s actions in three areas:

IMF approach to stabilization leaves 
room for flexibility and revision
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• Sustainable external financing. Because the external
financing constraint is often severe, IMF-supported
programs aim at restoring the country’s access to for-
eign financing as rapidly as possible. The IMF staff pro-
duce “reasonable” estimates of net financing flows from
official and private sources and assume a coordinating
role with the country’s creditors in various forums.

• Demand-restraining measures. These macroeco-
nomic policies seek to restore and preserve viable equi-
librium between expenditure and income in the pro-
gram country. They normally contemplate a tightening
of fiscal and monetary policies by an amount deemed
necessary to bring aggregate demand in line with the
staff ’s estimates of prospective output and available
external financing.

• Structural reforms. These comprise policies aimed at
reducing government-imposed distortions and other
structural and institutional rigidities that impair efficient
allocation of resources. As Mussa noted, the structural
reform component differs from other core components
in that its application varies more widely across member
countries, depending on level of income and stage of
development. In the Asian crisis countries, the structural
reform content of IMF-supported programs focused on
the financial sector; in the transition economies, privati-
zation and the building of basic institutions of a market
economy were key structural priorities.

Criticisms of the IMF approach 
Much of the criticism of the IMF approach is fueled by
the disparity between its three core elements and what
virtually everyone sees as the desirable objectives of
economic policy. These broader objectives, Mussa said,
include attaining high growth and low inflation, allevi-
ating poverty, and ensuring an adequate supply of
public goods and are certainly relevant for program
design in terms of what should be achieved in the
medium and long term. But it cannot reasonably be
argued that the immediate effect of IMF-supported
programs is always positive in all the desirable dimen-
sions of economic policy and performance. The IMF,
Mussa said, is basically like a doctor who administers
chemotherapy to a patient suffering from cancer; the
objective is to cure the patient, but the immediate
effects can be painful, costly, and distressing.
Economic adjustment and reform are costly and diffi-
cult endeavors, he observed, especially in the crisis or
near-crisis conditions in which countries normally
come to the IMF to request support. In those circum-
stances, there are no quick and easy solutions that will
make everyone feel a whole lot better—both immedi-
ately and forever after.

Another strand of criticism questions whether the
intellectual doctrine underlying IMF-supported pro-
grams is sufficiently responsive to changing conditions
in the global economy and whether the IMF approach

to economic stabilization is too rigid and dogmatic to
accommodate the differing and changing circum-
stances of member countries. This impression, Mussa
acknowledged, is not entirely without foundation.
There is a legal framework for IMF operations, based
on the Articles of Agreement and established policies of
the Executive Board, which imposes constraints on
what is and what is not acceptable in IMF arrange-
ments. All of this imparts a degree of conservatism to
the IMF approach, which is both bad and good: bad
because it implies a lesser degree of flexibility in IMF
conditionality than would be desirable in some ideal
world; good because IMF members that may wish to
make use of the IMF’s resources or members that may
be called upon to supply these resources need to have a
reasonable understanding of the circumstances, condi-
tions, and terms under which IMF financing may be
made available. There must be reasonable assurance of
equality of treatment; members encountering similar
balance of payments problems and willing to under-
take adjustment measures should have similar access to
IMF resources.

The general impression of inflexibility in the IMF’s
actions, policies, and doctrine is, however, seriously exag-
gerated, Mussa said.All arrangements contain numerical
targets for output growth, the inflation rate, and the cur-
rent account for one to three years ahead.And all contain
quantitative performance criteria for fiscal and mone-
tary policy variables—usually for quarterly “test dates”
covering the first 6 to 12 months of the arrangement.
Many mistakenly believe, however, that the IMF expects
countries to adhere to an
inflexible standard: if the
quantitative criteria are met,
the program is on track and
disbursements of IMF
resources continue; if the cri-
teria are not met, the program
is off track, and disburse-
ments cease. The possibility of
waivers or modifications of
performance criteria or of
revisions and renegotiations
of the adjustment blueprint
to strengthen policy actions and minimize the interrup-
tions to the flow of IMF disbursements is not normally
perceived—or generally publicized by the IMF—as an
integral part of IMF arrangements. But the member and
the IMF fully understand these possibilities.

To ensure minimal consistency among the numeri-
cal performance criteria for fiscal, monetary, and
external debt policy contained in every IMF arrange-
ment, the IMF employs a quantitative framework,
called “financial programming.” Financial program-
ming is not a formal economic model. Rather, it is a
simple framework that combines basic macroeco-
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nomic identities and balance sheet constraints that the
staff use to gauge the size of the adjustment required
from a country experiencing balance of payments dif-
ficulties, given assumptions about prospective external
financing, output, growth, inflation, and exchange
rates.

In view of the errors that inevitably infect this
process, the usefulness of financial programming
depends not so much on the accuracy of its forecasts as
on the flexibility for revising the main numerical tar-
gets as new information becomes available. In fact, all
performance criteria in IMF-supported programs are
conditional on assumptions about the behavior of a
number of variables, and these assumptions frequently
change over the course of the program as conditions
change. The scope that this “open-loop” feature of the
approach affords for exercising judgment when a coun-
try’s performance under an IMF arrangement is
assessed explains why IMF financial programming has
proved so resilient. The superficial uniformity that

financial programming imparts to all IMF arrange-
ments is a far cry from the view that portrays it as a
standard and rigid economic model that is mechani-
cally applied to all program countries.

Flexibility within a structure
Although the IMF maintains a general policy of unifor-
mity of treatment of its members, IMF-supported pro-
grams are far from uniform, Mussa and Savastano con-
cluded. The reason is simply that IMF members have
quite different economies, face different problems
necessitating adjustments in their balance of payments,
and have different policy regimes and varying ability
and willingness to implement policies to correct exter-
nal payment imbalances and their underlying causes.
IMF programs need to be, and are, flexible enough to
address those problems within a general framework
that has a quantitative dimension and imposes suffi-
cient consistency and discipline on all users of IMF
resources.

The IMF’s traditional lending was designed to help
countries weather short-term balance of payments
crises. The severity of the problems faced by poor and
often highly indebted countries in the 1980s, however,
prompted the IMF to create longer-term and more
concessional financing arrangements. The Structural
Adjustment Facility (SAF) established in 1986 and the
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) in
1987 were designed to help these countries undertake
extensive reforms of their economies as well as macro-
economic adjustment.

By the end of 1994, 36 countries had drawn on the
ESAF in support of 68 multiyear programs. This struc-
tural adjustment lending has been the subject of both
periodic evaluation by IMF staff and a recent external
evaluation by independent experts. Economic
Adjustment and Reform in Low-Income Countries,
edited by Hugh Bredenkamp and Susan Schadler, is a
collection of IMF staff studies carried out for the 1997
internal review of the ESAF. The book offers a wide-
ranging examination of ESAF-related issues, providing
staff insights on methodological issues, starting condi-
tions in program countries, policy steps, growth
records, inflation performance, progress toward exter-
nal viability, achievements and disappointments in
structural reform, and program interruptions.

Background
The evaluation of structural adjustment efforts has
been and remains a controversial topic. The IMF study

assumes that the basic strategy for growth and adjust-
ment that underlies the ESAF is the right one. It focuses
on evaluating how well that strategy is reflected in the
design and execution of the programs, how much
progress was made in strengthening economic perfor-
mance, and in what respects the strategy could be
improved. The study does not assume that ESAF sup-
port has necessarily caused certain policies or out-
comes, but it does seek to gauge how strong the ESAF-
supported policies and outcomes were.

Countries with ESAF-supported programs tended
to suffer from entrenched structural defects rather than
acute, transitory macroeconomic instability. These
weaknesses, the study finds, were in part the legacy of
inward-looking strategies in the 1960s and 1970s.
Controls and economic distortions during that period
had stifled saving, investment, and growth. Over time,
the government and external accounts of these coun-
tries fell into chronic imbalance, which in turn fueled
severe debt burdens and often high inflation.

To reverse these trends and to lay the groundwork for
a more dynamic market economy, the ESAF-
supported efforts sought to reduce macroeconomic
imbalances, promote saving, liberalize and open up mar-
kets, strengthen institutions, and mobilize external
financial assistance on appropriate terms. For much of
the period under review, these initiatives were imple-
mented under adverse conditions. The late 1980s and
early 1990s were notable for a sharp deterioration in the
terms of trade and frequent disruptions occasioned by

ESAF studies
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civil strife and natural disasters. Global conditions gen-
erally improved after 1993 and likely contributed to the
stronger growth witnessed in these countries in 1994–96.

Policy record
The record of policy reforms and adjustment that ESAF
countries accumulated from the mid-1980s through
1995 tells a story, the IMF study observes, “of qualified
progress, with consistent but often hesitant advances in
most areas of economic policy.” Despite unmet goals in
some areas and in some countries, all ESAF program
countries managed to create more flexible and market-
oriented economies and appeared to strengthen their
adjustment efforts in the early 1990s.

These countries recorded their clearest success in
dismantling state control over exchange and trade sys-
tems, price setting, and marketing arrangements.
Liberalized exchange markets helped correct wide-
spread and often severe currency overvaluations, thus
promoting greater trade openness. ESAF countries also
made modest progress in reorienting government
spending toward investments in human capital devel-
opment (notably in health and education) and in infra-
structure. In public enterprise reform and bank
restructuring, however, slippages in implementation
were commonplace and overall progress  was limited.

On the macroeconomic front, instances of high
inflation were tackled effectively, but many countries
failed to reach single-digit inflation. Efforts to halve
budget deficits typically achieved only 50 percent of
their goal. The large portion of budget resources
absorbed by inefficient public enterprises and the mea-
ger headway in civil service reform are key impedi-
ments to adjustment, according to the study.

Growth, inflation, and external viability
Ultimately, the goal for ESAF program countries was to
sustain economic growth and improve living standards.
Average real per capita growth in these economies
turned modestly positive in the early 1990s—a distinct
contrast to their negative growth in the 1980s, which
had left them out of step with other developing coun-
tries. By 1993, the ESAF program countries had closed
this “growth gap.”

The IMF study, which dissects the growth record of
the ESAF countries, found roughly half of the improve-
ment attributable to strengthened macroeconomic and
structural policies. Comparatively weak growth perfor-
mance in African countries can be linked to high pop-
ulation growth in the region and insufficient invest-
ment in human capital, according to the analysis. This
finding reinforces the need to make room for efficient
social spending in ESAF-supported programs and to
ensure that such spending is protected.

Growth was also found to be significantly and
inversely related to inflation, leading the authors of the

staff study to take a close look at the “decidedly mixed
record” of ESAF countries in reaching single-digit
inflation. Higher inflation does impede growth, sug-
gesting that the failure to reduce inflation to lower lev-
els has significant economic costs.

ESAF countries may have postponed disinflation
measures, fearing short-term output costs and loss 
of seigniorage revenue for the budget. But growth,
according to the staff analysis, typically began to rise
immediately in ESAF countries as they embarked on
adjustment, even in those that achieved significant dis-
inflation. The study concludes that fears of output loss
were misplaced; growth could be achieved when
demand restraint is combined with supply-side
reforms. But the loss of seigniorage was a genuine con-
cern; disinflation therefore needs to be accompanied by
durable tax and expenditure reform.

The study also suggests that ESAF-supported pro-
grams were insufficiently ambitious in tightening fiscal
policy and lacked an effective nominal anchor for infla-
tion. A reliance on credit ceilings had not been able to
stem monetary expansion. The situation could be reme-
died, according to the study, by stronger fiscal programs
backed up by nominal anchors in the form of money
ceilings, exchange rate pegs, or formal inflation targets.

In addition to growth, ESAF countries sought to
reduce their debt burdens and their degree of depen-
dence on debt rescheduling and official balance of pay-
ments support. Approximately three-fourths of ESAF
users moved closer to external viability, but the gains
were generally modest. Performances differed across
countries—largely because of variations in the pace of
economic growth. The finding suggests that growth and
external viability are complementary objectives and that
policies that advance one goal will contribute to both.
Less reassuring, according to the analysis, is a finding
that access to external financing (reflected in the pace of
debt accumulation) is not closely linked to a country’s
compliance with its IMF-supported program.

Obstacles and interruptions
Many ESAF countries have had persistent problems in
improving the financial position and efficiency of pub-
lic enterprises and addressing weaknesses in bank port-
folios and practices. The key reason for the slow
progress made in public enterprise reform is a failure to
impose effective budget constraints and management
accountability. According to the staff study, more
extensive privatization may be the only solution to
these problems in many countries. Programs have been
moving in this direction in recent years, but the study
cautions that if governments wish to exert the neces-
sary degree of financial discipline on public enterprises,
they will need “far better information about enterprise
finances than most currently have.” The study recom-
mends that higher priority be given to compiling ade-
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quate financial data on public enterprises. It also 
suggests that more could be done to foster market dis-
cipline, notably by removing the monopoly rights of
public enterprises and liberalizing investment codes.

Inefficient and mismanaged public enterprises also
contributed to a significant accumulation of bad loans
that, in turn, produced structural weaknesses in bank
management. These structural weaknesses typically
stemmed from government intervention in lending
decisions and inadequate prudential regulation 
and supervision. If reform of the banking sector is 
to succeed, the study observes, governments will 
have to cede political influence over commercial bank
operations.

Enhancements could also be made to the design of
ESAF-supported programs. The study recommends
that the full cost of bank restructuring be assessed at the
outset, so that the true cost can be integrated into the
program and adequate financing can be sought. A more
complete understanding of the scale of the problem
could also lead to more efficient restructuring strategies
and reduce the likelihood of financial roadblocks and
damaging disruptions in the implementation stage.

The study also suggests that a comprehensive,
medium-term reform strategy be crafted for the bank-
ing sector and specific objectives be set for improving
key aspects of bank regulation and supervision, such as
licensing and closure policies, the application of capital
standards, and loan provisioning rules. The aim would
be to shift energies and resources away from approving
plans and passing laws to creating a system that could
regulate the banking sector effectively.

Looking beyond sector-specific problems, the study
points to the significant damage done by interrup-

tions in the adjustment process. These were largely the
result of stop-go policies. A review of the ESAF-
supported programs found that only one-fourth of all
SAF or ESAF arrangements were completed without
significant interruption and that growth and
investment were weaker where programs had been
interrupted.

Recognition of the cost of these interruptions
prompted the authors of the IMF study to ask
whether design or monitoring improvements exist
that might alleviate the problem. There appeared to be
scope to improve the provision and coordination of
IMF technical assistance to program countries, make
greater use of contingency planning, monitor pro-
grams more intensively, and assign IMF resident rep-
resentatives in more ESAF countries.

While any or all of these initiatives would have
helped somewhat, they are unlikely, the study
observes, to have addressed the primary cause of the
disruptions: “political upheavals and flagging national
commitment.” If the risk of interruptions—particu-
larly around predictable periods, such as elections—is
to be reduced, the study concludes that the IMF
“would need to seek greater assurances than in the
past with respect to a government’s willingness and
ability to carry out its policy commitments.”

But this common macro-
economic performance has been associated with a wide
range of exchange rate arrangements (see table,
page 263) and with a shared feature—a trend real
appreciation of currencies, measured on the basis of
relative consumer price indexes. Such an appreciation,
Masson explains, is consistent with real wage increases
brought on by rapid productivity growth, but the
appreciation experienced in these countries is not nec-
essarily the result of faster productivity growth in
traded sectors.

Another distinguishing feature of the region’s transi-
tion process has been the reorientation of trade from
the former Council of Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA) markets to the West. A general liberalization
of trade and an exploitation of comparative advantage
have been responsible for a significant portion of the
shift, but Association Agreements with the European

Union, which eliminated tariffs and import restrictions
on all but agricultural products, have also helped speed
a reshaping of the composition of trade. By 1997,
58 percent of all exports from Central and Eastern
Europe were going to the European Union.

Implications of EMU
The power and potential of the euro offers non-EU
members an attractive currency peg. As Masson
observes, the euro represents a much larger proportion
of trade and capital flows than, say, the deutsche mark
and is based on a deeper and more liquid capital mar-
ket. For countries contemplating accession to the EMU,
the euro will have an even more direct impact on their
monetary policy options. New EU members are
expected to become part of the EMU (there will be no
more opt-out clauses, such as those used by Denmark
and the United Kingdom), and transitional periods,

Central and Eastern European policy options

Copies of Economic Adjustment and Reform in Low-
Income Countries: Studies by the Staff of the International
Monetary Fund, edited by Hugh Bredenkamp and Susan
Schadler, are available for $26.50 from IMF Publication
Services. See page 269 for ordering information.
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while in theory possible, are in practice unlikely to be
granted.

Masson notes, however, that new EU entrants would be
unlikely to satisfy Maastricht convergence criteria imme-
diately. Their fiscal balances, for example, are currently in
excess of 3 percent of GDP, if quasi-fiscal deficits are incor-
porated into budgets. Inflation in the possible Central and
Eastern European entrants is more than 
1.5 percentage points above that of the best-performing
EU countries.

With the creation of the euro, an asymmetric sys-
tem—an ERM2—has been established for EU coun-
tries that do not yet participate in
EMU but are preparing to do so.
Under this preparatory arrangement,
non-EMU central banks have the pri-
mary responsibility for maintaining
the stability of their currencies relative
to the euro. Central and Eastern
European countries that accede to EU
membership would at some stage be
expected to join the ERM2. As coun-
tries move toward EU accession, it is
thus quite likely that they will be sub-
ject to greater pressure to limit their
exchange rate fluctuation relative to
the euro.

Is an early euro peg desirable? 
The countries of Central and Eastern
Europe have essentially three exchange
rate options: a currency board; a band
around an adjustable central parity;
and a more flexible exchange rate
(crawling band or managed float), per-
haps augmented by another nominal
anchor for monetary policy. For these
countries, the selection of the appropri-
ate policy will be made more complex
by the knowledge that whatever is cho-
sen will represent, ideally, a transitional
strategy. The ultimate goal for most of these countries
remains EU and EMU membership.

Currency boards. The suitability of a currency board
arrangement is determined by weighing possible gains
(the credibility that will come from tying the hands of
the monetary authorities) against possible costs (the like-
lihood that countries with a currency board will be vul-
nerable to different shocks than the country whose cur-
rency is being used). A simple measure of how exposed
these countries might be to different real shocks in the
European Union can be derived, Masson notes, by com-
paring production structures. Available data provide
only a rough division of the region’s GDP into industry,
agriculture, and other (mainly services). It is clear that
agriculture generally constitutes a greater share, and ser-

vices a smaller share, of overall GDP in Central and
Eastern Europe, but, to date, studies have failed to iden-
tify obvious potential sources of asymmetric shocks. It is
also anticipated that as the economies of Central and
Eastern Europe evolve, they will more closely resemble
those of Western Europe.

Adjustable pegs. The strength of currency board
arrangements is that their transparency and commit-
ment to conservative financial policies leave them rela-
tively unsusceptible to speculative pressures.
Adjustment pegs are especially vulnerable to specula-
tive pressures, and the marked expansion of capital

flows from industrial to developing and transition
economies has made the exchange rate commitments
of these countries that much more fragile.

Given the size of net capital flows (now equivalent to
3 percent or more of GDP) for many Central and
Eastern European countries, a withdrawal or reversal of
capital flows can pose a significant problem. The vul-
nerability of adjustable pegs, according to Masson, sug-
gests that currency boards offer a more stable alterna-
tive, but the legal and institutional commitments
entailed in setting up a currency board also make them
a costly choice as a transitional strategy.

Inflexible fixed pegs may also be a problem, according
to Masson, because of different trend behaviors in the
transition and advanced economies. The transition

Central and Eastern Europe: exchange rate regimes

Exchange rate Fluctuation
Country regime Basket/Target band

Albania Independent floating

Bulgaria Currency board DM 0 percent

Croatia Managed floating De facto narrow target

band vis-à-vis DM

Czech Republic Managed floating

Estonia Currency board DM 0 percent

Hungary Crawling peg1 Basket: DM (70 percent) ±2.25 percent

US$ (30 percent)

Latvia Fixed peg SDR 0 percent

Lithuania Currency board US$ 0 percent

FYR Macedonia Managed floating De facto peg to DM ±7.00 percent

Poland Crawling peg2 Basket: US$ (45 percent)

DM (35 percent), £stg. (10 percent)

FF (5 percent), SWF (5 percent)

Romania Independent floating

Slovak Republic Independent floating

Slovenia Managed floating De facto shadowing of DM,

combined with real exchange

rate rule

1Midpoint of band is devalued monthly by 0.8 percent.
2Midpoint of band is devalued monthly by 0.65 percent.

Data: IMF, Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy of Transition Economies of Central and Eastern Europe after the Launch of EMU
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process has tended to produce a real appreciation of the
exchange rates of the Central and Eastern European coun-
tries. Analysts argue that such a trend appreciation is justi-
fied by rapid productivity growth and that monetary pol-
icy should not (and cannot) resist it. But Masson cautions
that the choice of monetary policy will nonetheless be
important for the region, because the choice of monetary
policy will imply different things for domestic inflation
and possibly for real interest rate and exchange rate behav-
ior over the business cycles. Inflation, moreover, remains
one of the qualifying criteria for EMU membership.

Ultimately, Masson observes, all three factors—asym-
metric shocks, vulnerability to speculation, and the pos-
sibility of trend real appreciation—need to be considered
in weighing how fixed a currency should be vis-à-vis the
euro. Strong capital flows and productivity increases may
make nominal exchange rate changes desirable—some-
thing that would be difficult under a currency board. The
ERM2 mechanism is designed to be more flexible than
the ERM of the early 1990s, with considerably wider
bands, but as the experience of March 1995 indicated,
even wider bands are not immune to pressures.

Inflation targeting
With the susceptibility of adjustable pegs to speculative
attack and the relative costliness of currency board
arrangements as a transitional arrangement, Masson sug-
gests considering greater exchange rate flexibility supple-
mented by a monetary policy anchor. Inflation target-
ing—a monetary policy framework already adopted by a
half dozen industrial countries—would not entail a
defense against speculative attacks, and its transparency
could boost the credibility of macroeconomic policy. An
added advantage is that inflation targeting also addresses
one of the EMU’s chief convergence criteria.

But inflation targeting, he emphasizes, is more than
a vague commitment to bringing inflation levels down.
To be effective, inflation targeting needs “freedom to
carry out an independent monetary policy and a quan-
titative framework linking policy instruments to infla-
tion.” Many developing countries rely heavily on
seigniorage as a source of revenue, so that budgetary
deficits dictate monetary growth. Without developed
domestic financial markets, central banks thus function
as the sole source of deficit financing, leaving no room
to effectively pursue other objectives. Central banks
need to be freed of this role in order to target low infla-
tion effectively. Also, effective inflation targeting
depends on the ability to forecast the effects of policy
instruments at a one- or two-year horizon.

In the Central and Eastern European countries,
estimated seigniorage has dropped as dramatically as infla-
tion and, budget deficits are reasonably well contained in
all but a few countries. In terms of central bank indepen-
dence, Hungary ranks with some of the successful practi-
tioners of inflation targeting, and recent legislative changes

in other countries have improved the legal, if not always
the practical, independence of their central banks.

What is more problematic in the region, Masson
finds, is the political consensus in favor of low inflation
and the existence of a stable and predictable relationship
linking monetary policy instruments to future inflation.
Some countries may give higher priority to objectives
other than low inflation, and price stability, in any case,
may take on different meanings in different countries.
With regard to the need for stable and predictable rela-
tionships, it is clear that structural changes will have an
impact on the stability of forecasts. Transition econ-
omies, Masson explains, are likely to face large relative
price movements, which, in turn, will lead to greater
variability in inflation levels than is common among
advanced economies. The inability of inflation targeting
to deliver inflation close to its targeted value would, in
effect, damage the credibility of monetary policy.

In sum, Masson finds, some weight should be given to
attaining low inflation, but in the absence of the necessary
tools, it would be unwise to make inflation 
targeting the centerpiece of monetary policy. Inflation tar-
geting may grow more important as inflation levels decline
and experience increases,but much will depend on the pri-
ority the European Union gives to inflation performance
in considering countries for EMU membership.According
to Masson, two types of transition to EMU are conceiv-
able—one that emphasizes low inflation and another in
which a close link with the euro is deemed sufficient proof
(even if inflation is significantly higher than in the
European Union). “It is important to choose between
them,” he cautions, if the European Union is to avoid set-
ting up impossible criteria for the acceding transition
countries. Failing to do so might inadvertently lengthen
the transition period to the European Union, forcing these
countries to settle into industrial country levels of produc-
tivity growth before they can formally enter the euro zone.

As the advanced countries of Central and Eastern
Europe prepare for EU accession, it would be wise,
Masson suggests, to exercise some caution about
attempting to peg to or shadow the euro in the short
run. Given that the prerequisites for implementing
inflation targeting are also not yet in place in the region,
a more practical solution may be a hybrid system with
some weight given to both inflation and the exchange
rate. The European Union should also, he counsels,
clearly specify that it is not necessary for these countries
to achieve both exchange rate and price level stability
before becoming EMU members.

Copies of IMF Policy Discussion Paper No. 99/5, Monetary
and Exchange Rate Policy of Transition Economies of Central
and Eastern Europe after the Launch of EMU, by Paul R.
Masson, are available for $7.00 each from IMF Publication
Services. See page 269 for ordering information.

The inability 
of inflation 
targeting to
deliver 
inflation close
to its targeted
value would,
in effect, 
damage the
credibility of
monetary 
policy.       
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Following are excerpts of recent IMF press releases. Full texts
are available on the IMF’s website (www.imf.org) under
“news” or on request from the IMF’s Public Affairs Division
(fax: (202) 623-6278).

Georgia: ESAF
The IMF approved an augmentation of SDR 5.6 million

(about $7.5 million) and an extension to August 13, 1999, of

Georgia’s Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF)

that was approved on February 28, 1996, in an amount equiv-

alent to SDR 166.5 million (about $225.1 million). (See Press

Release No. 96/7, IMF Survey, March 19, 1996, page 97.) The

augmentation, which brings total financial support to 

SDR 172.1 million (about $232.6 million), is to assist in off-

setting the adverse impact on the balance of payments stem-

ming from the Russian crisis. The decision was made in con-

junction with completion of the midterm review, which trig-

gers release of an amount equivalent to SDR 33.3 million

(about $45.0 million) on August 6, 1999.

Excerpts from IMF Deputy Managing Director Shigemitsu

Sugisaki’s statement on the Executive Board discussion follow.

“Executive Directors recognized the very difficult chal-

lenges facing the Georgian authorities and their efforts to

strengthen policies. Nevertheless, they considered that greater

adjustment efforts were indispensable. They stressed that, to

achieve lasting financial stability, determined efforts were

needed to bring revenues to a level at which expenditure com-

mitments could be covered.

“Directors supported the authorities’ commitment to a

prudent monetary policy and considered that their adoption

of a floating exchange rate regime had been appropriate. They

welcomed the Bank of Georgia’s efforts to strengthen the

banking system.

“Directors stressed the importance of an orderly servicing

of Georgia’s substantial external debt. Directors welcomed the

authorities’ recognition of the need to improve governance

and the recent progress in judicial reform.”

Program summary
Georgia faced adverse internal and external factors that have

made implementation of its economic program more diffi-

cult over the past year. The Russian crisis had a direct adverse

impact on the economy and magnified large underlying

internal and external imbalances. Real GDP growth in 1998

was estimated at 2.9 percent, compared with the program tar-

get of 10 percent. The Russian crisis had a marked impact on

the tradable goods sector and disrupted the payment system

between the two countries.

Overall price and output developments in 1998 were

favorable, notwithstanding the negative effects of the Russian

Press releases

Georgia: selected economic indicators

19951 19961 1997 19981
1999___________________

Prelim. Revised
Program actual program2

(percent change)

GDP at constant prices 2.4 10.5 11.0 10.0 2.9 2.0
Consumer price index 57.4 13.7 7.3 6.0 10.6 12.9

(percent of GDP)

Fiscal balance 
(commitment basis) –5.3 –4.9 –4.6 –2.0 –4.3 –1.8

(months of imports of goods)

Gross international 
reserves 2.7 2.5 2.0 2.3 1.2 2.5

1Actual.
2Based on the revised program discussed with the authorities in June 1999.
Data: Georgian authorities and IMF staff estimates

News Briefs
99/43, July 27. IMF Approves ESAF Disbursement to 
Tanzania

99/44, July 27. IMF Completes First Review of Stand-By 
Credit for Uruguay

Public Information Notices (PINs)
99/65: Spain, July 29
99/66: Uruguay, July 30
99/67: Russia, August 2
99/68: Lithuania, August 3
99/69: Slovak Republic, August 4
99/70: United States, August 5
99/71: Latvia, August 10
99/72: Azerbaijan, August 9
99/73: Kazakhstan, August 9 
99/74: Philippines, August 10

Letters of Intent and Memorandums of
Economic and Financial Policies

Uruguay, June 16
Tajikistan, June 17
Georgia, July 12

Tanzania, July 13
Zimbabwe, July 16
Indonesia, July 22
Moldova, July 29

Policy Framework Papers
Tajikistan, June 18
Mauritania, July 12

Notes: PINS are IMF Executive Board assessments of members’ economic

prospects and policies issued following Article IV consultations—with the

consent of the member—with background on the members’ economies; and

following policy discussions in the Executive Board at the decision of the

Board.

Letters of Intent and Memorandums of Economic and Financial Policies

are prepared by a member country and describe the policies that the coun-

try intends to implement in the context of its request for financial support

from the IMF.

Policy Framework Papers are prepared by the member country in collabo-

ration with the staffs of the IMF and the World Bank. These documents,

which are updated annually, describe the authorities’ economic objectives

and macroeconomic and structural policies for three-year adjustment pro-

grams supported by Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility resources.

Available on the web (www.imf.org)

http://
www.im

f.org
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crisis. Price developments in December, however, were

affected by inflationary expectations following the authori-

ties’ decision to cease central bank intervention in the foreign

exchange market. The 12-month inflation rate through end-

December 1998 was 10.6 percent, compared with the pro-

grammed rate of 6 percent.

The fiscal position did not improve as projected under the

program. The fiscal deficit (commitment basis) amounted to

4.3 percent of GDP, compared with a program target of

2 percent.

The program’s economic growth objective for 1999 is 

2 percent. The end-of-period inflation objective is 13 percent

for 1999, and international reserves are targeted at the equiva-

lent of 2.5 months of imports. Progress on structural reform

and creation of a level playing field for all economic agents, as

well as respect for hard budget constraints, will be instrumen-

tal in increasing private sector investment and boosting over-

all confidence in the management of the economy.

Georgia joined the IMF on May 5, 1992; its quota is 

SDR 150.3 million (about $203.2 million); its outstanding

use of IMF credit currently totals SDR 205.1 million (about

$277.3 million).
Press Release No. 99/34, July 23

Zimbabwe: Stand-By
The IMF approved a Stand-By credit for Zimbabwe amount-

ing to SDR 141.4 million (about $193 million), which is

designed to support the nation’s economic program over the

next 14 months. Of the total, SDR 17. 7 million (about $24 mil-

lion) is available immediately. A further SDR 7.1 million

(about $9.7 million) will be available after August 16.

Subsequent quarterly disbursements will be made available on

the basis of Zimbabwe’s meeting performance targets and the

completion of program reviews.

Excerpts from IMF Deputy Managing Director Shigemitsu

Sugisaki’s statement on the Executive Board discussion follow.

“Directors emphasized the importance of macroeconomic

stabilization and economic reforms. They underscored that the

immediate challenge is to stabilize the exchange rate and bring

inflation under control through a further tightening of financial

policies. Directors stressed that the restoration of market confi-

dence was central to this effort, and steps being taken under the

program toward the early removal of price controls and trade

and exchange restrictions were welcomed. They welcomed the

cabinet’s endorsement of the program and the authorities’ inten-

tion to publish the letter of intent. Directors stressed that strong

and sustained commitment and broad consensus on economic

reforms will be critical to reestablish the conditions for enhanced

growth, address unemployment and poverty issues, and set the

stage for the provision of broader support from the international

financial community. They also emphasized the importance of

strong implementation of the Stand-By Arrangement and signif-

icant progress in adopting structural reforms to establish the

basis for discussions on an ESAF arrangement.

“Directors underscored the need for sustained fiscal consol-

idation and emphasized that the realization of the authorities’

fiscal consolidation objectives will hinge on early and contin-

ued efforts to strengthen revenue collection, cut public expen-

diture, and reorient spending toward more productive uses.

“Directors welcomed efforts by the authorities to tighten

monetary policy in order to bring down inflation and their will-

ingness to allow further increases in interest rates if necessary.

“On structural reforms, Directors encouraged the author-

ities to continue to implement the land reform program that

had been agreed with stakeholders and donors. They attached

special importance to liberalization of the trade regime as a

means of enhancing Zimbabwe’s capability to compete inter-

nationally. Directors stressed that attracting new foreign

investment was crucial for promoting economic growth and

poverty alleviation, and suggested that much could be done

to improve the environment for private investment.”

Performance under Zimbabwe’s previous 13-month

Stand-By credit was mixed. The budget deficit was cut by

more than one-half in 1998 and monetary growth was

reduced. Additionally, the external current account narrowed

and the process of rebuilding foreign reserves began.

Zimbabwe’s balance of payments situation, however, has

remained precarious and inflation has increased to high lev-

els in response to a difficult external environment, a deterio-

ration in the financial position of the parastatal sector, and a

series of policy decisions that undermined market confi-

dence. Uncertainties over the government’s land reform pro-

gram and unresolved issues relating to price controls and tar-

iff regimes prevented completion of the first program review

under the previous arrangement.

Program for 1999
The government’s economic program for 1999 seeks to

dampen inflationary pressures, restore a viable external posi-

tion, and provide a springboard for economic growth. The

stabilization effort centers on continued financial restraint,

including recent steps to bring monetary growth under con-

trol, and price adjustments in the parastatal sector, notably in

the oil and electricity sectors.

Projected growth in real GDP is 1.2 percent in 1999,

which reflects a significant downward revision from previous

expectations because of lower output in the mining and man-

ufacturing sectors. The government’s inflation target for end-

1999 is 30 percent, which is to be achieved by containing

money supply growth. Excluding grants, Zimbabwe’s fiscal

deficit is expected to reach levels around 5.3 percent of GDP

Zimbabwe: selected economic indicators

1995 1996 1997 19981 19992 20002

(annual percent change)

Real GDP –0.7 7.3 3.2 1.6 1.2 4.4

Consumer prices (end of period) 26.0 16.3 20.1 46.6 29.8 10.7

(percent of GDP)

Government balance 

(excluding grants)3, 4 –10.6 –10.8 –8.8 –4.1 –5.3 –3.6

Primary government balance 

(excluding grants)3, 4 –3.2 –1.5 –1.5 5.5 3.2 1.4

Current account balance 

(excluding grants) –5.2 –2.1 –9.9 –5.2 –6.3 –4.7

(months of imports of goods and services) 

Gross reserves 3.3 2.9 0.8 1.1 1.6 2.1

1Estimates.
2Projections.
3Fiscal years (July–June) are reported for 1995 and 1996; calendar years are reported otherwise.
4Central government budget will revert to a calendar-year basis from 1999.

Data: Zimbabwean authorities and IMF estimates and projections
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in 1999, which corresponds to a primary budget surplus

around 3.2 percent of GDP.

Structural reforms
A fully transparent procedure governing land reform efforts,

including fair compensation for land acquired, will be an

important part of Zimbabwe’s structural reform agenda.

Trade and foreign exchange controls implemented on an

emergency basis in response to Zimbabwe’s balance of pay-

ments difficulties will be eased. The authorities will also con-

centrate their efforts on strengthening the financial position

of the banking sector and accelerating divestiture of various

enterprises.

Social safety nets
Currency depreciation and increases in basic food prices

since the early 1990s have had a significant adverse impact on

real incomes and employment. Broad-based growth and

price stability are therefore critical to underpinning poverty

alleviation in Zimbabwe. The current program also envisions

a continuation of a high level of investment in human

resources, and maintaining social safety nets to foster the

reduction in poverty.

Zimbabwe joined the IMF on September 29, 1980, and its

quota is SDR 353.4 million (about $483 million). Its out-

standing use of IMF financing currently totals SDR 263 mil-

lion (about $359 million).
Press Release No. 99/36, August 2

F.Y.R. Macedonia: CCFF
The IMF has approved a credit for the former Yugoslav

Republic of Macedonia totaling SDR 13.78 million (about 

$19 million) under the Compensatory and Contingency

Financing Facility (CCFF) to help offset a temporary shortfall

in exports of goods and services resulting from effects of the

Kosovo crisis.

Excerpts from IMF Deputy Managing Director Shigemitsu

Sugisaki’s statement on the Executive Board discussion follow.

“Directors observed that, because of the Kosovo crisis

and the resulting closure of the main transit route through

the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the former Yugoslav

Republic of Macedonia’s exports to the Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia and other trading partners had been seriously

disrupted. A full recovery of exports would have to await a

restoration of the transit routes through the Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia. Moreover, Directors noted that,

largely reflecting the slump in exports, economic activity

had declined and unemployment had risen from its already

high level. These developments and the refugee-related

expenditures have put significant strains on F.Y.R.

Macedonia’s budget and balance of payments.

“Directors praised the former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia’s response to the formidable challenges posed by

the crisis. Noting the heavy economic and social costs suf-

fered by the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia as a

result of the crisis, Directors called on the international com-

munity to provide early additional financial assistance in

order to help meet the sizable financing requirements in 1999

and over the following three years.

“Directors regretted the slow progress on structural

reforms, especially in the enterprise sector, and the lapses in

expenditure management and control that had occurred in

recent months. However, they welcomed the authorities’

renewed commitment to reforms, following the end of the

conflict as evidenced in the recent passage of the value-added

tax law, as well as the steps taken to restore control over cen-

tral government wages in the second half of the year, and to

enhance bank supervision. In this context, Directors wel-

comed the authorities’ intention to begin negotiations on a

program that could be supported by a new ESAF arrange-

ment, in order to preserve the hard-won stabilization gains

made under earlier IMF arrangements.”

Program summary
The Kosovo crisis inflicted enormous economic costs on the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, with 260,000 refugees
living there at the height of the crisis. As a result of trade dis-
ruption and the erosion of investor confidence, GDP is
expected to decline by 4 percent in 1999, and the unemploy-
ment rate to increase by two percentage points to 36!/2 percent.
At the height of the crisis, a widening of the general govern-
ment budget deficit by 5!/2 percentage points to 7#/4 percent of
GDP was projected, but with the refugees now returning to
Kosovo, the deficit could be closer to 6#/4 percent. The crisis also
led to a deterioration in the quality of the loan portfolios of
banks.

The authorities have stated their intention to request sup-

port from the IMF under a new Enhanced Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF), and to this end they have com-

mitted themselves to a number of important policy initia-

tives, including strengthening expenditure management,

enhancing banking supervision, reforming enterprises, and

phasing out trade restrictions.

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia joined the

IMF on December 14, 1992, and its quota is SDR 68.9 million

(about $94 million). Its outstanding use of IMF financing

currently totals SDR 67 million (about $92 million).

Press Release No. 99/37, August 5

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia: 
selected economic indicators

1996 1997 1998 1999 Incremental
Prelim. Precrisis Latest impact of

Program actual estimate projection Kosovo crisis

(percent change)

Real GDP 0.8 1.5 5.0 2.9 5.0 –4.0 –9.0

Consumer prices 

(period average) 2.5 1.5 3.0 0.6 1.0 2.0 1.0

Unemployment 

rate (average)1 31.9 36.0 ... 34.5 34.3 36.5 2.2
(percent of GDP)

General government 

balance (accrual)2 –0.5 –0.4 –0.7 –1.8 –2.1 –7.7 –5.4

Current account 

balance3, 4 –6.5 –7.4 –7.3 –8.2 –6.7 –14.5 –7.1
(months of c.i.f. imports) 

Official gross reserves5 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.7 0

1Persons seeking employment as percent of total labor force, based on official labor force survey.
2Excludes revenue and expenditure of the special revenue and expenditure accounts of line ministries.
3There are indications that the current account deficit is substantially overestimated because of unreported 

remittances.
4Incremental impact of Kosovo crisis is calculated as dollar difference as a percentage of revised GDP.
5Incremental impact of Kosovo crisis is calculated as dollar difference as a percentage of revised imports.

Data: Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia authorities and IMF staff estimates
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Mali: ESAF
The IMF Executive Board approved a three-year loan for

Mali under the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility

(ESAF), equivalent to SDR 46.7 million (about $63.1 mil-

lion) to support the government’s economic reform 

program. The first annual loan will be disbursed in 

two equal installments, the first of which, equivalent to 

SDR 6.8 million (about $9.1 million), will be available in

mid-August.

Excerpts from IMF Deputy Managing Director Shigemitsu

Sugisaki’s statement on the Executive Board discussion follow.

“Directors welcomed the significant progress that was

made in reducing macroeconomic imbalances and economic

distortions under Mali’s previous ESAF-supported programs.

Economic and financial developments in 1998 were on the

whole encouraging, despite lower-than-expected real GDP

growth and a temporary rise in food prices associated with

the weather-related decline in cereals production. Directors

agreed that the outlook for 1999 is for a rebound of economic

growth, low inflation, and a narrowing of the external current

account deficit.

“Directors also welcomed the focus of Mali’s new ESAF-

supported program on consolidating the gains achieved thus

far and implementing the next phase of its reform agenda, so

as to encourage private investment, attain higher and sus-

tained economic growth, improve social indicators, and

reduce poverty.”

Program summary
The medium-term strategy is to consolidate the gains

achieved to date and implement the next phase of the reform

agenda, so as to better develop private sector activities and

IMF completes Indonesia review,
approves next credit tranche

In a news brief issued on August 3, the IMF announced that the

Executive Board had completed the sixth review under the

Extended Fund Facility (EFF) for Indonesia. As a result,

SDR 337 million (about $460 million) is available to

Indonesia. Excerpts from IMF First Deputy Managing Director

Stanley Fischer’s statement on the Executive Board’s discussion

of the review follow.

“During today’s discussion, Executive Directors wel-

comed the improvement in the performance of the

Indonesian economy in recent months and the strengthen-

ing signals of an incipient recovery in real output. They also

welcomed the improvement in market confidence based on

both the successful elections and the implementation of the

Indonesian economic program, reflected in gains in a broad

range of financial indicators, notably in the appreciation of

the exchange rate of the rupiah, and the sharp upturn in

equity prices. Negative inflation continued through July,

marking five consecutive months of declining prices.

“The IMF program has continued to be on track, and

Directors stressed the importance of maintaining program

implementation during the remaining period of transition

to a new government. The agreed monetary policy stance

should permit a further gradual and market-led decline in

interest rates, given the sizable output gap and the absence of

inflation. Exchange rate policy should continue to be imple-

mented flexibly so as to accommodate market pressures. In

the near term, fiscal policy should deliver the planned stim-

ulus necessary to promote recovery. In this connection,

Directors referred, in particular, to the need for a well-tar-

geted and effectively monitored increase in expenditures on

a strengthened social safety net and other socially related

programs.

“Directors emphasized that the restoration of strong and

sustainable growth requires an acceleration of structural

reforms, especially in bank and corporate restructuring.

With regard to the banking sector, the priorities should be to

improve loan collection and asset recovery, to restructure

and then recapitalize the state banks, to prepare for early pri-

vatization of the banks that have been taken over by the

Indonesian Bank Restructuring Agency, and to improve

bank supervision. While the institutional framework to deal

with corporate debt is in place, Directors emphasized the

need now to ensure its effective use by creditors and debtors

in negotiating settlements. They also emphasized the need to

strengthen and accelerate the implementation of bank-

ruptcy procedures. Directors encouraged the authorities to

proceed only with great caution in implementing their fiscal

decentralization plan so as to ensure that macroeconomic

control is maintained and regional disparities are not

exacerbated.

“Directors recognized that the economic recovery is still

at an early stage, and emphasized the need for continued

careful implementation of agreed macroeconomic and

structural policies to ensure that recent achievements are

preserved and enhanced as the political environment

changes.”

The full text of News Brief 99/46 is available on the IMF’s

website (www.imf.org).

Mali: selected economic indicators

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002_________________     __________________________

Revised Prelim.
program       actual                          Program

(percent change)

GDP at constant prices 4.0 6.7 4.6 3.6 6.4 5.0 5.0 5.0

Consumer price index 

(end of period) 2.8 0.9 4.5 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
(percent of GDP)

Overall fiscal deficit 

(commitment basis,

excluding grants)1,2 –8.0 –7.9 –7.5 –8.1 –7.6 –6.9 –6.0 –5.2

External current account

balance (excluding 

official transfers)1 –14.0 –9.5 –8.8 –9.6 –8.5 –8.4 –7.8 –7.0

1Including interest due to the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation.
2Before debt rescheduling; after debt cancellation obtained through 1996.

Data: Malian authorities and IMF staff estimates and projections



investment, achieve higher and more robust economic

growth, and reduce poverty, given that important structural

rigidities continue to hinder economic performance despite

the progress made. Real GDP growth under the 1999 pro-

gram, is projected at a rate of 6!/2 percent on the basis of a

weather-related rebound in cereal production to about 8!/2

percent of GDP. Inflation is projected at around 2–3 percent,

and the external current account deficit (excluding official

transfers) is expected to narrow by 1 percentage point to

about 8!/2 percent of GDP.

Consistent with the medium-term policy objective of

strengthening revenue mobilization and raising public sector

savings, and considering the potential revenue losses associ-

ated with trade liberalization, the program aims at reducing

the overall budget deficit (on a commitment basis and exclud-

ing grants) to 7!/2 percent of GDP in 1999 from the revised

level of 8 percent in 1998.

Structural reforms will focus on rehabilitating the judicial

system and accelerating regulatory reform to reduce obstacles

that confront potential investors, completing the reform of

the public enterprise sector, strengthening the banking sector,

privatizing the electricity and telecommunications compa-

nies, and implementing a comprehensive reform of the cotton

sector.

In the social sector, the 10-year development program of

education aims at raising the primary education enrollment

rate to at least 61 percent in 2002 from 50 percent in 1998. The

objective of the health and social development program for

1998–2002 is to raise the infant immunization rate to 76 per-

cent in 2002 from 45 percent in 1998 and to increase the share

of the population receiving primary health care to 60 percent

in 2000 from 40 percent in 1998.

Mali joined the IMF on September 27, 1963, and its quota

is SDR 93.3 million (about $126.1 million). Its outstanding

use of IMF financing currently totals SDR 139.2 million

(about $188.2 million).

Press Release No. 99/39, August 6

Books
Orderly and Effective Insolvency Procedures: Key Issues, IMF 

Legal Department ($22.00)

Working Papers ($7.00)
99/79: Do Hong Kong SAR and China Constitute an Optimal 

Currency Area? An Empirical Test of the Generalized 
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A growing body of literature is analyzing the impact of cor-
ruption on economic activity. Carlos Leite, an Economist in
the IMF’s African Department, and Jens Weidmann, a for-
mer IMF Economist who is now Secretary General of the
German Council of Experts, look at the link between nat-
ural resource abundance and corruption and lower growth
over the long term. In an interview with the IMF Survey,

they discuss their findings, which
have recently been published in
IMF Working Paper No. 99/85,
Does Mother Nature Corrupt?
Natural Resources, Corruption,
and Economic Growth.

IMF SURVEY: What has prompted increased interest in and
research on corruption? Why have you focused on the link
between abundant natural resources and corruption?
LEITE AND WEIDMANN: In the mid-1980s, a growing
body of research began pointing to the negative impact
that corruption had on growth directly and on the level
of investment and the productivity of public expendi-
tures indirectly. A decisive event, in terms of public
awareness, was the enactment in the United States of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. By the 1990s, anticor-
ruption policies—previously viewed as too politically
sensitive—became a key component of policy recom-
mendations from international institutions.

Some researchers in the 1970s had suggested that
bribes might enhance the functioning of the economy

by “greasing the wheels of commerce” and allowing
entrepreneurs to work around time-consuming
bureaucratic procedures. In economic terms, corrup-
tion was thought to lead to a more efficient outcome
by allowing those for whom time was most valuable 
to move to the front of the queue or by awarding pro-
jects to those firms that were the most profitable (and
therefore able to pay the highest bribes).

This argument has now been reversed, and corrup-
tion is viewed as the cause, rather than the conse-
quence, of costly red tape. As quantitative indexes
have become available, economists have been able to
confirm that corruption does depress important
determinants of growth, such as private investment,
the productivity of public expenditures, and spending
on education and health. Corruption is now seen as
raising the level of uncertainty for entrepreneurs and
leading to significant resource misallocations. In this
sense, it serves as an important deterrent to economic
growth. Until now, there has been a dearth of empiri-
cal studies on the determinants of corruption; this is
one contribution of our paper.

Our interest in natural resource abundance and its
effects on economic performance was triggered by a
puzzling empirical result of previous studies that indi-
cated that in the long run, resource-rich economies
tend to grow more slowly than resource-poor econ-
omies. We thought corruption might constitute the
missing link and thus explain this paradoxical finding
on natural resource intensity. We suggest that natural
resource exploration tends to generate high rents, lead-
ing to increased rent-seeking opportunities and, ulti-
mately, corruption. Thus, through increased corrup-
tion, natural resources—if not adequately managed—
may actually reduce long-run economic growth. Of
course, proper management of resource booms should
also take into account other negative, but short-run,
effects like the potential loss in competitiveness of the
nonresource sectors—the phenomenon commonly
labeled “Dutch disease.”

IMF SURVEY: What factors encourage or deter 
corruption?
LEITE AND WEIDMANN: The incidence of corruption
essentially depends on the expected cost of being
caught and on the availability of rent-seeking opportu-
nities. In a broad sense, these costs depend not only on
the penalties nominally imposed but also on the level of
acceptance of corrupt behavior by the public and,
hence, the willingness of the legislative branch to enact
relevant regulations and the determination of the exec-

For resource-abundant countries, strengthening
institutions can help prevent corruption
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utive branch to enforce them. Political stability and
transparency of rules, for example, are necessary condi-
tions for an effective anticorruption strategy. Likewise,
the lack of horizontal social mobility and the concen-
tration of power in the hands of a small elite can foster
corruption.

The trade literature also suggests that trade restrictions
significantly increase the opportunities for rent-seeking
behavior. Empirical studies find that rents accruing from
the imposition of trade regulations are quantitatively sig-
nificant, amounting in some cases to double-digit GDP
shares. Natural resource abundance is thus only one ele-
ment in the creation of rent-seeking opportunities. Our
study shows, however, that it is a decisive one, particularly
in the case of capital-intensive natural resources, such as
fuels and minerals, with the negative impact on growth
being higher for less developed economies.

Building on the premise that investment projects
require government approval, our theoretical model
focuses on factors such as the concentration of bureau-
cratic power, the probability of being caught (which, in
turn, depends on the extent of corruption) and the asso-
ciated penalty, and the monitoring and enforcement
technology employed by the government. Not surpris-
ingly, higher penalties and better monitoring and
enforcement technologies deter corruption and,
through increased investment, ultimately lead to higher
growth.

Our model also indicates, however, that the impact
of these two anticorruption policies depends on the
state of economic development of the country. We sug-
gest that, in less developed economies, the focus of anti-
corruption strategies should be on levying higher
penalties, while in more developed economies, the
focus should be on improved monitoring and enforce-
ment. Empirically, it’s difficult to make such a fine dis-
tinction between penalties and enforcement, and, in
practice, we have only broad measures for the quality of
institutions and political stability, which capture ele-
ments from both components.

IMF SURVEY: How did you define and measure corrup-
tion, and what other economic and political variables did
you look at?
LEITE AND WEIDMANN: We focused on corruption in
the public sector—or the extent to which public office
is used for private gain. There are now several indexes
attempting to measure this type of activity, including
the widely known Transparency International mea-
sure. Generally, these indexes measure the extent to
which “special payments” are required by government
employees in the normal conduct of business. Because
it was available for earlier periods and for a broad cross
section of countries, we used the corruption index of
an investment advisory service, the Investment
Country Risk Guide. In terms of political variables, we

looked at the quality of the legal and political institu-
tions and the degree of political stability. We would
expect that an environment of law and order, effec-
tively enforced by cred-
ible and accessible
institutions, should
improve the deterrent
value of penalties.

For economic vari-
ables, we looked at the
economy’s reliance on
natural resources and at
the degree of openness
of external trade.
Clearly, the discovery of
natural resources boosts
economic growth rates
(at least in the immedi-
ate term), but the sud-
den wealth needs to be
well managed if this effect
is to persist. The rationale for using trade openness is that
regulations and barriers to trade provide public servants
with the opportunity to seek side payments to circum-
vent restrictions.

We also investigated two other possible sources of
corruption: whether ethnically diverse societies gener-
ate “special favor” behavior, where leaders might work
to benefit their family or ethnic group rather than for
the greater public good, and whether the corruption
process is different in Africa. Certainly, there is substan-
tial anecdotal evidence that supports these two
hypotheses.

IMF SURVEY: Did your empirical findings suggest a strong
correlation between natural resource endowment and
corruption and growth?
LEITE AND WEIDMANN: Our study showed that capital-
intensive natural resources—namely, oil and miner-
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als—contribute significantly to an increase in corrup-
tion. But more labor-intensive natural resources, such
as agricultural products and food, tend to reduce the
level of corruption. For other variables, we found that,
as expected, more law and order and more political
stability reduce corruption, and countries more open
to foreign trade also tend to have lower levels of
corruption.

Our results also suggest that periods of fast growth,
even after accounting for the incidence of natural
resources, tend to increase corruption. This may be
because in periods of particularly rapid economic
growth, institutions do not adapt quickly enough to the
changes in production methods and social relation-
ships. Our findings refute the suggestion that ethnic
diversity or anything specific to Africa has any signifi-
cant impact on corruption. Accounting for the other
factors, both diversity and location in Africa are
insignificant determinants of corruption. We also find
that location in Africa has no special bearing on long-
term growth, in contrast to previous studies. This is
good news for policymakers, because it indicates that
there is nothing particular (or undefined) about the
growth process in Africa. In this sense, the lessons we
learn from other places carry over to the African 
context.

Our study confirms that corruption affects growth
negatively, and that natural resources, even after
accounting for the effects through the corruption chan-
nel, also tend to reduce long-term growth. This last
result remains a bit of a puzzle. We also ran a few exper-
iments to quantify the effect on growth, including the
indirect effect through corruption, of improved poli-
cies and institutions. We show, for example, that if
Nigeria had, between 1970 and 1990, emulated Chile in
terms of both trade policy and quality of legal and
political institutions, Nigeria’s income per adult in 1990
would have risen to $3,000, compared with the actual
figure of $2,000. Approximately $300 of this increase
would have been due to the improvement in trade pol-
icy and the remaining $700 to institutional enhance-
ments. By the same token, if Chile had emulated the
United States, its income per adult in 1990 would have
been $8,600 instead of the actual figure of $6,800.
These are significant sources of improvements in the
standard of living.

IMF SURVEY: Given your findings, what would you advise
countries that are rich in natural resources or are, for
whatever reason, experiencing rapid growth?
LEITE AND WEIDMANN: Countries rich in natural
resources have the difficult task of managing wind-
falls—difficult for private individuals as much as for
governments. The transitions that such windfalls
entail typically occur much faster than the institu-
tional changes needed to ensure effective manage-

ment and prevent
an increase in cor-
ruption. Corruption
can be countered on
two broad fronts:
reducing the scope
for corrupt activities
and increasing the
penalty for engaging
in such activities.

G o v e r n m e n t s
need to ensure that
incentive systems
encourage produc-
tive activity and curb
unproductive activ-
ity. They can reduce policy distortions, such as trade
barriers and unnecessary bureaucracy and costly regu-
lations, and improve the efficiency of the public service
by enhancing management and streamlining proce-
dures in key areas such as customs and procurement. In
general, sound economic policies, by creating an envi-
ronment that rewards the pursuit of productive eco-
nomic activities can deter corruption.

To discourage unproductive activity, governments
need to concentrate on improving the quality of pub-
lic institutions, including enhancing the auditing and
accountability services, ensuring adequate access to an
independent and credible judiciary, and adopting a
strong legal framework. An effective way to increase
the penalty for corrupt behavior would be to reform
the public service and make wage increases dependent
more on merit and less on other factors and, where
warranted, raise public service wages (which would
implicitly raise the penalty associated with losing the
job). The work of legal institutions is enhanced by
ensuring that procedures in areas such as procure-
ment are transparent and that laws are not overly
complex.

These measures, by helping ensure that policy is
implemented to serve the public good, would go a long
way toward making certain that natural resource wind-
falls translate into sustained long-run economic
growth.
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